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	Forensic Computer Crime Investigation, 9780824724351 (0824724356), CRC Press, 2005
The Digital Age offers many far-reaching opportunities - opportunities that allow for fast global communications, efficient business transactions…and stealthily executed cyber crimes. Featuring contributions from digital forensic experts, the editor of Forensic Computer Crime Investigation presents a vital resource that outlines the latest strategies law enforcement officials can leverage against the perpetrators of cyber crimes.    From describing the fundamentals of computer crimes and the scenes left in their wake to detailing how to build an effective forensic investigative force, this book is an essential guide on how to beat cyber criminals at their own game. It takes you into the minds of computer criminals, noting universal characteristics and behaviors; it discusses strategies and techniques common to successful investigations; and it reveals how to overcome challenges that may arise when securing digital forensic evidence. For those intent on making sure that no one is a potential victim, there is a chapter devoted to investigating Internet crimes against children. Additional chapters include information on strategies unique to international forensics and on that emerging wave of computer crime known as cyber terrorism.    To make sure that all the angles are covered and that your investigation is carried out efficiently, effectively, and successfully, Forensic Computer Crime Investigation is an invaluable resource to have with you at all times!
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Mac OS X Pocket Reference: A User's Guide to Mac OS XO'Reilly, 2002

	
		Apple's new operating system, Mac OS X, is reaching a critical mass. Its sleek Aqua interface, combined with a powerful BSD Unix core, bring usability and stability to a new level. As companies start to migrate to Mac OS X from earlier versions of the Mac OS and from other flavors of Unix, IT managers are looking for a quick...



		

Working with OpenERPPackt Publishing, 2013

	Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is essential for businesses and this excellent guide will help you successfully implement OpenERP on Windows or Ubuntu. Straightforward enough for non-techies.


	Overview

	
		Learn to install and configure OpenERP on Windows or Ubuntu
	
		Understand how to enter...



		

The Complete Book of Spaceflight: From Apollo 1 to Zero GravityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A commanding encyclopedia of the history and principles of spaceflightÐ²Ð‚“Ð²Ð‚“from its humble beginnings to its likely future
"Our reason for spaceflight is just this: we are human, and to be human is to be inquisitive.  At heart, we are explorers with a universe of billions of new worlds before us." ...





	

Agent and Multi-agent Technology for Internet and Enterprise Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	Research in multi-agent systems offers a promising technology for problems with networks, online trading and negotiations but also social structures and communication. This is a book on agent and multi-agent technology for internet and enterprise systems. The book is a pioneer in the combination of the fields and is based on the concept of...


		

Forbes Best Business Mistakes: How Today's Top Business Leaders Turned Missteps into SuccessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Today's top business leaders reveal how to make even the biggest mistakes work for you


	Forbes Best Business Mistakes reveals practical lessons from some of today's most successful business leaders to show you how to turn a bad business situation into a success.


	Based on exclusive sit-down interviews...


		

Hypoplastic Left Heart SyndromeSpringer, 2004

	-No other publication currently available offers such a comprehensive overview of the care required by a child with hypoplasia of the left heart


	-Address the needs of the families of children born with this condition, and is the first to includes insight from parents


	-Authors are acknowledged world leaders in the...
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